Shanghai's Regulations on Fireworks and Firecrackers
Air Pollution
Fireworks and firecrackers in all kinds of festivals
Shanghai's latest regulation on fireworks

Ban fireworks in Outer Ring.

Ban fireworks in the whole city on heavily polluted days.
At least 20,000 police officers enforce the ban on fireworks and keep the city safe and clean during the festival period.
About 26,000 volunteers help the police promote people's safety awareness, spot illegal sales and lightening of fireworks.
Obstacles & Difficulties

About 40% people from a survey of 2,500 conducted by Shanghai Statistics Bureau still wanted to buy fireworks during festivals, which posted a huge test of strength for authorities.
January 1st, 2016, the newly revised "Shanghai Fireworks and Firecrackers Safety Management Regulations" formally implemented.

Zero fires

Zero injuries

Zero garbage